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For whom the
TacoBell tolls:
[The controvarsuccntmues]
BY GRRCE LUCRS
News Writer
Student and faculty gover-
nance are questioning whether
Boise State President Bob Kustra
properly followed procedure
when he sold the naming rights
of the Pavilion to Taco Bell.
The questions arise from alle-
gations Kustra may have twisted
Idaho State Board of Education
bylaws by negotiating the con-
tracts himself, possibly sidestep-
ping the approval of the "institu-
tional community," required by
the board.
But Kustra may be well within
the bounds of his authority be-
cause the' term "institutional
community" is not clearly de-
fined. In the past, renaming of
buildings has not always in-
volved consultation with faculty
and students. Some feel in this
case it should.
Associate professor of anthro-
pology Bob McCarl said the stu-
dents and faculty should have
been asked through their respec-
tive senates before the contracts
were signed because classes are
held in the Taco Bell Arena each
semester.
. "Faculty Senate bylaws state
that the Faculty Senate is the only
voice of the faculty," says McCarl. ,
He says Kustra could have ap-
proached the senate for their
opinion, but has yet to do so.
Associated Students of BSU
Sen. Ramiro Castro said Kustra
should have also consulted with
the student Senate about the
planned contract.
Castro says that his concern is
that the Kustra Administration
acted without proper consider-
ation to allegations of slave labor
conditions on the Florida farms
where some of Taco Bell's par-
ent company Yum! Brand Foods'
tomatoes are grown. However,
Castro stresses he is not upset
with Kustra himself.
"I just want to express to the
President that this is not a knock
on him. I have a great respect for
the guy," Castro said. He points
out that the timing of the con-
tracts made a cross-campus di-
alogue difficult. "I don't know
what happened this summer but
I plan to find out," Castro said.
Kustra brought the issue to the
Board of Education in a meeting
last June when most students and
faculty were gone. Student Body
President David Morriss said
that he and Student Body Vice
President Tom Labrecque were
not told of the plan until minutes
before the Board of Education
unanimously voted to approve it.
"We were not asked our opin-
ion," Morriss said. His adminis-
tration has not yet made an of-
ficial statement about the con-
tract.
.Others say the summertime
meeting may have been strate-
gic.
"You have to plan well in ad-
vance to have an item on the
agenda of a specific meeting,"
says BSUFacilities planner Dean
Gunderson. "To say it wasn't
planned to go to the Board when
students and faculty are gone is a
discredit to the intelligence of the
executive office."
Gunderson is actively boycot-
ting Taco Bell, as are many orga-
nizations throughout the coun-
try.
Kustra defends the contracts as
a great opportunity for the uni-
versity and by pointing out a lo-
cal family, not Yum!Brand Foods,
owns the restaurants that bought
the Pavilion naming rights.
"Wedo know for a fact that they
do not receive or purchase any
of their tomatoes from Florida,"
says Kustra. "We feel here in the
northwest somewhat removed
from that problem."
Kustra also said that he signed
onto the deal with the good of the
university in mind. "If I thought
for a second that entering into
this contract would damage our
reputation I wouldn't enter into
it."
Athletics Director Gene
Bleymaier said that Taco Bell has
had a four and a half year rela-
tionship with the university prior
to this summer's contract and
these complaints are new to him.
"Until now, there has not been
one complaint or concern raised
about our association, part-
nership with Taco Bell," said
Bleymaier. He said that the Taco
Bell logo has been in the Pavilion
for a year. '
Kustra feels his actions -have
served to benefit the university,
the students and the pavlllon. "I
really think that we tried to act
in good faith and all of this that
has come to our attention lately
~svery late because the contract
is signed and underway and you
don't just go around breaking
contracts willy-nilly," he said.
In the meantime, McCarl is
sponsoring an anti-contract
Faculty Senate resolution later
this month and says a two thirds
vote from the full faculty could
result in Kustra's signature being
voided from the contract. McCarl
hopes that the senate can discuss
the implications of BSU aligning
itself with a corporation he says
has a damaged national reputa-
tion.
"To be in a sponsorship of this
magnitude with a corporation
that has an unconscionable re-
cord in terms of wages and treat-
ment of farm workers is a real slap
in the face," says McCarl, who has
been involved with Idaho farm
worker's rights advocates for
years.
Working in ASBSU,Sen. Castro
recently introduced a bill hoping
to bring the contract to the atten-
tion of the students. The bill is be-
ing revised in committee after its
first senate reading last week.
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"What do you tell
a woman with
two black eyes? usl a
.,
•
Nothing you
haven't already
told her twice:'
en. The result is it often sounds like it is women
who are doing something wrong, almost as if
they were inviting the violence and abuse.
However, according to Katz this is not the
case saying that men are at the heart of the
problem. He believes that whether a man is
personally guilty of the crime or not, he needs
to step up to the plate to help put a stop to the
problem.
"Gender violence prevention is a leadership
issue for men", he said, "We need more men
who have the courage to stand up to these is-
sues."
Instead ofbeing defensive about these topics,
Katz believes men should realize that they can
be a part of the solution. He said all men should
try to be role models for young children, espe-
cially boys, by showing them positive ways to
interact with the opposite gender.
Katz became interested in helping fight gen-
der violence during his first fewyears of college
when he realized how much of an impact this
had ori the women around him. "
"The threat of men's violence is a daily is-
sue in women's lives", said Katz. As a man he
felt he could help do something about this. He
continues to work towards making the world a
safer place for women.
Katz said ultimately the biggest obstacle fac-
ing the struggle against women's violence is
how mainstream it has become. The way wom-
en are featured in the media helps perpetuate
these crimes and makes them seem normal.
This leads to the belief that seeing, hear-
Ing, or even joking about abuse is ac-
ceptable.
Katz said our country needs greater
social awareness about this grow-
ing problem said Katz. We, men
and women alike, need to stand
up, take charge, and fight against
violence of all types.
BY CRRDLYN MICHRUD
ASSistant naws editor
This joke is funny isn't it?At least, it is un-
less you are a woman who knows what
it Is like to be abused. It is unless you
are a friend, brother, son, cousin, or
neighbor of a battered woman. It
is funny unless you are someone
who cares about women, some-
one who is strong and brave
enough to take a stand to help
prevent violent crimes against
women.
These crimes are not fun-
ny, and they are' not just
about women. Jackson
Katz, one ofAmerica's lead-
ing anti-sexist male activist
and founder of the Mentors
in Violence Prevention
(MVPl program, said, "This
is a men's issue, not a.worn-
an's problem.
Katz argues by labeling
violence against women a
woman's issue, the
focus is shifted
from men to
wom-
Increase, Your political sauuu With
"Swing Party" today on SUB patio
representatives. of political par- Other students are frustrated by
ties and interest groups. "Many smear campaigns and destruc-
people are still unclear on who tive tactics of the candidates in-
In an effort to increase the . they are going to vote for in the volved, Gorrell said. "This is why
turnout of college-aged voters in upcoming presidential election they need to stay focused on the
the upcoming election, the BSU or if they are going to vote," said issues, do their own research; and
Student Programs Board is spon- Kara Hartmann, a Swing Party come to the Swing Party to hear
soring a Swing Party today, from organizer. where the candidates stand."
11 a.m, to 2 p.m, According to Sherry Gorrell, spokesperson Speakers representing the
'www.civicyouth.org, only 41 per- for the Swing Party event, says United Vision for Idaho, the State
cent of 18-24 year-old Idahoans students from out-of-state are of- of .Idaho Department of Labor,
voted in _the 2000 presidential ten confused about where to vote. the Idaho Education Association,
election.' "Thefact is tliey have a choice IdahQ Peace Coalition, BlueCross
Students who want to hear, - they can vote here in Idaho if . ,of' Idaho, the Idaho Women's
more than just sound bites about ~thW'havelived here 3QpaYs.prlot~, Ne~k.the .' Idaho Human.
major political i~sues areinvit- to Nov. 2/0r they carivote ltithefr:"alghtt"'Education
ed to the SUB patio to question hOine state ..; by a~sentee Rallot." ~~~ , .
Agency, and others will pres,
ent their views at the event.
Democratic, Republican, and
Green Party representatives will
explain their presidential can-
didate's position on the econo-
my, education, the war in Iraq,
healthcare, human rights, and
the environment. ,
"The 41 percent tof18-24Year~
old voters in2000J represents.a 27
percent decreas'!., e etec: .:
tionsin 197z.~:Ooe
arebop ,
ferent.,
.::Jui
. '~.'. " "
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Special to the Rrblter
British musicawards seek "peaceful and productive avenues
. .' ..• >_.", ":'_"""'~ Aor expression and hope."
SirElto.nJo~,wh~ ju'sUast-~ontn4e-- ". .The boldest and most powerful av-
lighted l!:grqi.!pof paparazzl inTaiw<u1', enue for expressien and hope is access
. by calling them a bunch of "rude, vile .'.to ,u.nlimited opportunities for' free
pIgs;"ls}11lnning .that mouth of his speecl1,communl
cation and the ex-
again; But this time! the targets aren't change onCIeas:' '
nameless dolts, but a bold-face name. There is a growing consensus that
Tl\klng'the stagtlMCinday at the British vigilant funding .and. international
music award show-the Q. Awards;' Sir policy support for an'expansive broad-
Elton expressedsurl>rise thatMadonna band Internet outreach program can
had been nominated for.BestLiveAct. have boundless potential for positive
"Since when': has hp-synching-been political and soclaltmpact.
live?" he asked. "Anyone who lip-
synchs in public on stage when you pay
75 pounds ($134)' to see them should
be shot.", We demand a celeb boxing
match to sort this one out! (Though she
clearly loses out 011 weight by a wide
margin, Madonna could easily deck the
dude.) But the Mystical Mom took an-
other route: refutation. "Madonna does
not lip-synch nor does she spend her
time trashing other artists," her rep, Liz
Rosenberg, said. "She sang every note
of her Reinvention tour live,"
Sir Elton does have some vindication:
Madonna lost in the category to British
rock band Muse.
~~t the?
The case of the
salivating robbers
~CBl/bSU
World/NatIOnal/What tha? stories courtesy of KAT
Campus Wire Sarulces, local/8SU stones are courtesy of
the 801se steta Wob srts at www.bOlsostete.edu. All sto-
nas ere compiled by Carol;ln Michaud
Fall Choral ConcertMount St: Helens evacu-
'a~ea;'substantial erup-
tion 'imminent'
OLDWATER' RIDGE .VISITOR
CENTER, Wash. -TherrnaUmages of
Mount St. Helens, alongwith the,detec-
. tion of potentially explosive gases and
continued tremors early Sunday morn-
ing, indicated that new magma is still
moving upward into the'volcano, and
scientists said they are waiting for the
next eruption.
U.S,Geological Survey (USGS)scien-
tists said Sunday they now are begin-
ning to see hot spots and emissions of
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide
typically associated with a magma
move in a volcano.
Aharmonic tremor a sustained, deep
movement of the earth within the vol-
cano was detected about 3 a.m. PDT.
Scientists said It is further evidence of
how active the volcano might be this
go-around,
"This is the first time we've detected
C02 well above the crater and dome,"
said USGSvolcano expert Willie Scott.
"We've also spotted warm places on the
dome from thermal energy."
Saturday, the USGS increased the
danger alert to Level 3, indicating an
-eruption is imminent with a potential
for injury to life and property. Following
the alert, the U.S. Forest Service's evac-
uated the Johnston Ridge Observatory,
part of the Mount St. Helens National
Volcanic Monument. '
Featuring the University
Meistersingers, Chamber Singers,
University Singers and VoxAngelis.
St. John's Cathedral, 775 N. 8'hstreet,
7:30 p.m. Oct. 8
Tickets available at the door. $5 gen-
eral, $3 seniors, free for st~dents.· .
Gangs of bandits in Hong Kong have
been robbing businessmen as they
make large withdrawals fromATM ma-
chines, distracting them by chewing
up chocolate and smearing it on their
victims' clothes, then snatching the
dough.
The plot backfired when one rob-
ber was Identified from his DNA in the
chocolate stain.
Into the Streets
A nationwide event encouraging
college students to become involved
with community service. A single day
of service that consists of an orienta-
tion about the need for and benefits of
service, a 2-4 hour service project, fol-
lowed by a reflection activity to discuss
the impact of service and the Impor-
tance of volunteering. Meet in the SUB,
Oct. 9 at 9 a.m,
~tlonBI
Bush keeps focus on
terror, criticizes Kerry's
policies as 'dangerous'
Now, let's not be too
hasty
The government of Turkey wants to
make adultery a crime. The proposal
is being met with considerable opposi-
tion.
That's him! And that's
my car!
04-05 Family Theater
Series - Fred Garbo .
Inflatable Theater Co. Aburglar broke into an upscale home
in Wilmette, Ill., but was surprised by
the homeowner who shot him twice,
The wounded man dove tluough a plate
glass window and then drove himself to
the hospital in the homeowner's BMW.
He was later arrested.
CLIVE, Iowa -President Bush on
Monday stepped up his criticism of
John Kerry's plans for dealing with Iraq
and terrorism, telling an Iowa crowd
that Kerry's policies are "dangerous for
world peace."
Campaigning in Clive, near Des
Moines, Bushalso ridiculed Kerry's call
for an international summit on Iraq.
Kerry says he would use the gathering
to seek additional help with security
and rebuilding the war-torn country.
"He has no plan. Asummit can't solve
the problem," Bush said. "Strong, com-
mitted leadership is what this world
needs."
Bush's sharpened attack came as
aides juggled his campaign schedule to
keep the focus on terrorism in advance
of the second presidential debate on
Friday.
Scrapping plans for an event
Wednesday on medical liability, Bush
. will instead deliver what aides called a
"significant speech" on the war on ter-
rorism and the economy. The speech
In Wilkes-Barre, Pa, will give Bush an-
other chance to rebut Kerry's attacks in
their last debate while framing the is-
sues for their next match-up.
Polls indicate that foreign affairs, es-
pecially the war on terrorism, is Bush's
strong suit. But even many Republicans
concedethatKerrygottheupperhandin
lastThursday'sdebateonforeignaffairs.
Fred Garbo and Daielma Santos em-
ploy giant inflatable props in this fast-
paced and energetic concert that has
won the praise and affection of audi-
ences worldwide.
When: 7:30 p.m, Oct. 9
Where: Morrison Center
Call Scott Bodmer for more informa-
tion 426·1629
Series prices range from $54 - $72
Individual prices range from $15 -
$20 plus SASservice charge
~Bt the?
Cluuuccckkk!
Could broadband
technology help win the
war on terror?
Nice to see you againThe 9/11 Commission correctlyiden-
tified links between poverty, political
repression, an absence of technology
access in remote countries and the suc-
cessful growth of al-Qaida and other
terrorist organizations. Inadequate
access to alternative media and glob-
al communications allow dangerous
extremist leaders to control the dia-
logue and dictate the message of ~had
against America throughout the much
of the Muslim world.
Over the last 15 years, Osama Bin
Laden recognized the fact that nations
like Yemen, Mali and Algeria had been
isolated from communicating and ex-
changing positive political dialogue
with the West. Bin Laden's resulting
strategy of radicalization compelled
the 9/11 Commission to recommend
"putting forth a new agenda of oppor-
tunity economic, educational and po-
litical" as the major component of.US
foreign policy in order to encourage
young members of the Islamic world to
British authorities rescued a man
and his young son, after they became
stranded in a small, inflatable dinghy
on the treacherous mud flats near a
beach in Somerset, England. Just 24
hours later, the man and boy drifted
out to sea in the dinghy, and had to be
rescued again.
One exasperated rescuer said,
"Nothing seems to have becnlcarned."
~cal/bSU
Pilipino showcase
Join us on the Brava stage on the
ground floor of the Student Union
Building for the Pilipino showcase
promoting Pilipino Heritage Month
and giving a sneak peak at the Pilipino
Festival "Galing Galing". Performances
by JAR.Bukalingwayway, and FILAMO
Dancers. Activities are part of the
Pilipino Cultural Heritage Month
sponsored by the Cultural Center from
12p.m - 2 p.m, on Oct. 8.
A chicken flew into the windshield of
a car on Highway 99 in California and
got caught in the windshield wipers.
The driver proceeded to the Yuba City
police station for help to free the fowl.
An officer suggested that turning on
the wipers might work, but itresulted in
a "wing-flapping, screeching frenzy." A
police officer wearing rubber gloves
came to the rescue.
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t~~CBry~ee~and' wecarln
t
g a President Bush mask, waves to people prior to the stert or the Vote For Chenge concert at
or an en er In State College, Pennsylvanle, on Friday, October 1. '
Campaigns glue Illhal old ~DI,legelry
BY DWRYNE CRMPBELL
Knight Ridder Newspepers
Nationally in 2000, only 42 per- .
cent of eligible 18-to-24-year-olds
voted. That was down from 55
percent in 1972,the first time that
18-, 19- and 20-year-olds could
vote for president.
In Pennsylvania, where is-to-
24-year-olds make up 12 percent
of eligible voters, only 36 percent
of them turned out in 2000.
"The prediction is that this is
going to be a very close election
and any Increase in young peo-
ple voting could be the margin,"
said Ingrid Reed, director of the
Eagleton Institute of Politics at
Rutgers University. "Ifon one big
college campus you 'get 2,000 or
3,000 more kids to vote than in
the past, it certainly could make
a difference. Both parties know
that."
Part of the push this year stems
from 1988, when Congress re-
authorized the federal Higher
Education Act; It requires col-
leges receiving federal funds to
make a "good-faith effort" to help
students register to vote.
That has. largely not happened,
according to aHarvard University
Institute of Politics study pub-
lished this month, which found
that "more than one-third of
schools fail to meet even the spir-
it of federal law."
Schools such as Temple
University, the University of
Pennsylvania and Princeton
University have formed faculty-
student groups to push registra-
tion in a nonpartisan manner.
For instance; earlier this month
Temple's faculty senate paired
with the League ofWomen Voters
to hold two days of on-campus
student voter-registration drives.
For the political parties, which
in recent years- have not spent
much energy wooing the appar-
ently uninterested youth vote,
this election marks a change in
course.
To help their 1,200 national
chapters register students and
recruit volunteers, the College
Republicans have hired 60 field
representatives. Most arc de-
ployed to schools in swing states
eight in Pennsylvania and six
in Ohio. None were sent to New
Jersey.
The Republican field rep resen-
. tatives report having recruited
more than 40,000 students since
late August. .
"Students are just excited about
this election... somewhere from
65 to 70 percent of students say
they intend to vote," said Alison
Aikele, communications director
for the Washington·based College
Republican National Committee,
which began at the University of
Michigan 112 years ago. "We're
talking about millions of students
on campuses across America. It
could be a very big deal."
The Republican recruiters like
the Democrats have focused on
students likely to vote their way.
"We're not here to help the
Democrats do their job," said
David Copley, 21, a student
at Penn's Wharton School,
who is state chairman of the
Pennsylvania Federation of
College Republicans "Our focus
is to identify Republican voters
and make sure they are registered
and that they vote on, Election
Day." '
On the Democratic side, the
college arm of the Democratic
National Committee trained
1,500college students from all 50
states during the party's Boston
convention to carry out recruit-
ment and registration programs
in their states.
Earlier this month, DNC chair-
man Terry McAuliffe made an ap-
pearance at Penn along with West
Wing actress Melissa Fitzgerald, a
Penn graduate.
About 400 students at the
Annenberg Center, many waving
handmade Kerry-Edwards signs,
applauded enthusiastically as
McAuliffe blasted President Bush
and Fitzgerald criticized his envi-
ronmental record.
McAuliffe reminded students to
vote and to tell friends and strang-
ers to vote, because Pennsylvania
is a must-win swing state forthe
party.'
The Economics Association and The Arbiter Present:
H II
From the Left:
Carolyn Boyce,
Chair,
Idaho Democratic
Party
r
From the Right:
Garry Lough,
Executive Director,
Idaho Republican
Party
Mondav, Clober 11th
Jordan Ballroom BI. i
I
i
I
I 1:00P.·
Bring Your Questions! Questions will be taken regarding parties' platform, national issues. presidential
candidates, and topics concerning BSU Students. Presented by The Economic Association and The Arbite
/OCT7 200'1
Does urban
sprawl really
than suburbs.
Also, the effects are small.
. Sprawl kills. That's the bum- Going from the relatively
per sticker that could go with a sprawling Rochester, N.Y., to
new report on suburban-style the less sprawling Chicago
housing development and would Improve health out-
Its impact ori public health. comes by about 10percent, ac-
Living iri the suburbs cuts four cording to the RAND study. Is
years off your life, according that worth dramaticallyreduc-
to a new RAND Institute study ing the size of our back yards,
published in the academic spending more time commut-
journal Public Health. ing by transit, or letting your
Unfortunately, the substance mother In-law live over your
ofthe study, and others before garage?
it, doesn't live up to the hype. Probably not. Many of us
Sprawl critics make a leap would much rather reduce the
that goes like this: People amount of time in front of the
live in houses with garages. TV,go for a walk, or start eating
Because these houses sit on healthier. That way,wecanstill
small open-air parks (yards), play with our kids in the priva-
people are less inclined to cy of our yards and enjoy the
walk to a transit stop and take single-family detached home
a bus to work. So, they climb in that was once the American
their cars and drive. 'Because dream.
they drive, they don't exer!)ts'e. There are plenty of subur-
Since they don't'exerCiI;'e;,they banites eating right, exercis-
have more health problems, ing, and suffering no IIIeffects
get sick, and die sooner. Simply of their neighborhoods. It's
stated, it's your house'sfault. about personal choices. Some
Needless to say, th[s~analysis people actually choose an un-
has numerous problems. The healthy, sedentary lifestyle
RAND researchers examined filled with fast food and hours
11 health problems, including of television each day. Most
cancer, diabetes,,hyperteri- pay the costs of that choice
slon, stroke, asthma..and hean.c. through deteriorating health
disease. Tliese"tife"kenO\I'S~m;~,' and higher health insurance
nesses afflictlrig~;trilllibns" or' • premiums. It's the trade-offwe
Americans each year. But, each choose to make.
study didn't findjhese were re- That said, the debate over
lated to sprawl. land use and health is a good
The health problems .dubi- one. The RAND study pro-
ously associated with sprawl vides empirical evidence that
(statistically) were arthritis, we need to be more receptive
trouble breathing (chronic to how land development pat-
lungdiseab1:h,abdominal and terns might create barriers to
digestive problems, headaches increased physical activity, but
and urinary-track ~pl,'Oblems. that's a long way from saying
Even the autho'W<Jon't quite we need to sell the homestead
understand whysqrne of these and move back to the city.
illnesses (e.g.,!'Qladder prob- We should be embracing
lems) are related to sprawl, but sidewalks, allowing develop-
a statistical relationship was ers to build higher densities,
there. Usingmy:Jife as a case and trying to connect neigh-
study, 1 wolil[:iWeSs that ar- borhoods to important local
thritis comes ft~i,Ip~l~the yard services such as the grocery
work, the headai1hes come store, pharmacy, and local res-
from children, and the stom- taurants. But we shouldn't ig-
ach and urinary problems are nore the truth: Sprawl doesn't
a result of too much fast food. kill, our choices about exer-
Of course, the fact that ill else, food, and overall lifestyle
health might be related to our impact our health infinitely
lifestyle choices is nothing more than our decision to live
new. The question is: What is in a downtown condominium
the tradeoff? Dowe really want or a detached home with a yard
to limit our housing choices in suburbia.
based on the strength of this
research on public health?
I don't think so. This study,
like earlier ones, still suffers
from a number of very impor-
tant limitations. They usually
don't control for what we eat,
how we want to live, or wheth-
er people with healthier life-
styles just like living in certain
places like downtowns rather
BY SRMUEL R. STRLEY
RBDUT THE WRITER
Samual R. Stalay rs eemcr fellow
et Aeeson Foundetlon end co-
editor of the book "Smerter
Growth: Merket-Based Strataglea
for Land-Use PlannIOg 10 the
21st Century" [Greenwood Press,
200lJ,
~ ."<~:~~-.
:;:';:~~~<::;;:~:\ ..
THiS WiLL
GeT serreaoNcewe
CATCHSADDAM.
I
notch, and Lars .had way too
much Bruce Wlllis-esque bra-
vado to ever be confused with a
real person.
In one scene, Wali is explain-
ing a few things to Lars that
have the intention of mitigating
his risk of being killed during
his visit, an "A.D.D"Lars listens
for a moment, and cuts Wali off
in mid-sentence to observe the
Afghani women wearing their
heavy burkas. "Wow, I didn't
know they really wore those",
Lars comments. The whole
movie has this sort of "Dude,
Where's My Car" feel to it, and
you almost wonder if the script
and the producers were actu-
ally trying to purposely portray
this. The best part of film fes-
tivals is that the actors, direc-
tors, and producers are usually
on hand to answer these ques-
tlons,
Although the director, nor
the main character played by
George Calil (Band of Brothers)
were present, Wali Razaqi did
: .:~n.f!Jrtunatel~ we ended up watching
a 95-minute piece of fantasy set in a
war-torn country complete with scnpted
shoot outs with Afghani rebels, and "re-
enacted" exchanges with black market
arms dealers.
not what it claims to be
in 1961. The second set of
Senators, equally inept, lasted .
in the District only slighter lon-
ger than the Nixon administra-
tion. In 1972, that team became
the Texas Rangers, which still
hasn't won anything.
Clearly, to change the bad
baseball karma on the Potomac,
the new team needs a new
name. Impeach the Senators.
Options abound. Singular
. EolJORS
Expos will end their long twi-
light in Montreal and move to
the imperial city. Let's hope this
team is' more successful than
the District's previous two. It's
not a high bar.
The original Senators' pen-
chant for losing inspired the
quip. "Washington, first in
war, first in peace. last in the
American League." The team
became the Minnesota Twins-
"''''''
BY RUBREY SRLRZRR
Columnist
. Last Saturday night, I
went to a showing of the
"September Tapes" at the Idaho
e International Film Festival. The
film made its way from the 2004
Sundance Film Festival to the
30'11Annual DeauviJIeAmerican
Film Festival to Boise, Idaho.
From the film's description, my
friends and I were looking for-
ward to a "documentary" about
a journalist who travels to a
post-91ll Afghanistan to join
the hunt for Osama Bin Laden.
Unfortunately, we ended up
watching a 95-minute piece of
fantasy set in a war-torn: coun-
try complete with .scripted
shoot outs with Afghani rebels,
and "re-enacted" exchanges
with black market arms deal-
ers.
The two main characters, Don
"Lars" Larson (George CaJil),
the American journalist and
Wali (Wali Razaqi), the Afghani
guide and interpreter, made
their way through Afghanistan,
which a few months after 9/11.
was a very dangerous and vola-
tile setting. Less than halfway
through the film, one gets what
is really happening and it is not
revealed anywhere in the pro-
gram or at the top of the film.
These are actors, and although
the bullets are real, nobody
is trying to kiil them and vice
versa. The acting was not top
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nouns are chic as team names
(e.g. the Chicago Fire). The
,Washington Spin, perhaps, or
the Washington Deficit? How
about the Exposes? That would
honor the team's genealogy as
well as its new milieu.
Other names could evoke
items the seat of govern-
ment has in abundance: the
Lobbyists, the Leakers, the
Pundits, the Hardballers, the
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come out at the end to discuss
some of the themes behind
"September Tapes". Before he
could catch a breath, I bravely
began pelting him with ques-
tions,among a quiet and content
Flicks audience. "Which parts
of the film were real, which
were scripted? Why do you call
it a documentary even though it
is mostly fake? In the film, you
make two vague references in-
dicating that Islamic countries
have a right to be angry toward
the U.S., can you explain this
position?"
Before I could get to the hor-
rible acting, Wali was swept
away by his assistant, who
glared at me as I got one last
question in. Perhaps he had to
do some "press" here in Boise,
and Carolyn Holly was not go-
ing to wait a moment longer.
Afterwards, my friends and I
decided to go to Mai Tai, the
official host lounge of the film
festival, to grab some summer
rolls and play "Where's Wali?"
Wall Razaql did show up at
Mai Tal with his wife and im-
mediately spotted me saying,
"Hey, hi you, with all the ques-
tions." I gave him a nod. He en-
gaged my friend Kristoff for a
while about the many places he
had been with the film and all
the famous film producers he
had shared the spotlight with.
I did refuse to share my harsh
opinions of the movie with Wali
- he has probably heard them
all anyway. .
I could not help but think
that this film capitalized on
September' 11 with its prem-
ise and furthers the sentiment
among Islamic countries and
Muslim people that Americans
will not go to great lengths to
educate people about real cha-
os, real politics, and real vic-
tims, but will go to great lengths
to make money off of them.
In the film, there were sev-
eral remarks made by Afghanis
who insisted the United States
military and government did
not really want to find Osama
Bin Laden. Although this nev-
er gets explained in the movie,
it is clear that these fllrnmak-
ers did not really want to find
him either. Also evident,. was
that I should have gone to see
"Echelon: The Secret Power"
instead.
Baseball In D.C.: lake a sWingal a newname - you can'lmlss
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NEWS SERVICE
Washington mayor may not
get a new president next year,
but it is getting a new baseball
team. And like almost every
major-league team that has ever
worn Washington on its jersey,
this one is a last-place bunch.
Word Wednesday was that
the poor, mistreated, bumbling
Demagogues, . the Expense
Accounts, the PACmen, the
Earmarks, the Scandals, the
Beltway Bandits, the Unindlcted
Co-Conspirators or the Deputy
Assistant Undersecretaries.
Currying favor. the team
could name itself after the most
powerful man in Congress,
House Majority Leader Tom
DeLay: the Hammers. Or the
fellow with the most nukes at
his disposal; the Rummys.
Ifconservative activist Grover
Norquist has his way, the team
will be named in the same way
he wants every free-standing
public structure In America to
be named: the Reagans.
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( THE ttRASTA" COMES
.RUNNING HOME·
MIAMI- Apparently Infused with a new psssrcn for
footbell or new need for Income, retired runmng beck
Ricky Williems has petitioned the NFL for a hearing to
determlno hts status as a first step toward returning·
to the game. [page 6]
Women's tennis team preps for spring season
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BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
of Portland, and University of
Idaho. Friday, Oct. 1 the Broncos
that competed only compet-
ed in singles. In the first round
Nadja Woschek def. Sanja Indic
of Portland 5-7,6-4, 6-2. Carolina
Pongratz def. ElanaSmit of
Weber 6-1 6-2. Stacey Housley
def. Lindsay Griffin of Portland
5-7, 7-6, 6-3. Tiffany Coli def.
Kate Ennenga of Weber 6-1, 6-1.
In the second round on Friday
Pongratz matched up against
Cristin Sammis of Portland and
won 7-5, 6-4. \:011 matched up
against Kareen Konishi of Idaho
and won 4-6,6-2,7-5. Housley def.
Tara Fielding of Idaho 4-6, 6-2, 7-
5. Anna Curtolo lost to Patricia
Ruman of Idaho 3-6, 2-6.
Saturday Oct. 2both singles and
doubles matches were played. In
The Boise State women's tennis
team hosted the 2004 Boise State
Fall Outdoor Invitational at the
Appleton Tennis Center Oct. 1-3:
Fall tennis competition is played
on the individual level to allow
players to get some competition
practice in before the spring sea-
son starts. Boise State's sports in-
formation director-for the team,
Lori Hays, explained that the
matches are set up based on the
player's skill level. Players from
all teams involved are matched
up and thenjhey play in a round
robin amongst themselves rather
than in bracket format.
Boise State players competed
against Weber State, University
filE PIlOTD BY SmHlEYBAEilsm/lHEflABITEA
Both from Uasteres, Sweden, Junior Carolina Pongratz (Iert] end JUnior Anne
Curtolo [right] breek from the acuon during e match lest year.
singles play Curtolo bounced
back from a loss on Friday to de-
feat Konishi of Idaho 6-3, 6-2.
Woschek def. Jessica Hubbard of
Idaho 6-4, 6-0. Coli def. Christie
Feyen of Portland 3-6, 6-2, 6-3.
Pongratz lost to Sunel Nieuwoudt
of Idaho 2-6, 3-6. In doubles play
Pongratz and Coll paired up and
defeated Elana Smit and Chelsee
Drews of Weber 8-1 and Feyen
and Alyson Tyson of Portland 8-
4. Housley and Woschek paired
up and defeated Maria Bublik
and Karla Pretorius of Weber 8-
1 and Tara Fielding and Mariel
Tinnirello of Idaho 8-5.
On the final day of the invita-
tional Sunday, Oct. 3 Boise State
won two singles matches and one
doubles. In singles play Housley
def. Lauren Shrubb of Idaho 4-
6, 6-2, 6-1. Woschek def. Alyson
Tyson ofPortland 6-3, 6-3. In dou-
bles play Housley and Woschek
defeated Patricia Ruman and
Lauren Shrubb of!daho 8-0.
The outcomes of these matches
do apply to the individual team
rankings. Combined, Boise State
only lost two of their matches.
This type of competition is ben-
eficial to the individual players
but also boosts the team morale.
Preparation for the spring season
is all about competing as much as
possible. Boise State will compete
in another fall tournament with
BYUand the University ofOregon
this weekend. This tournament
will be held indoors at the Boas
Tennis Center in Boise.
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[ths mid-season reulew]
An undefeated
record looks
promising for a
team with a few
question
marks
BY TREUOR HORN
Sports Writer
The season is nearing the
halfway point. With five games
down, and six to goo-it's now
time to see how the Broncos
football team has played so
far with a mid -season report
card.
Toting the team's best start
ever (5-0, 2-0 Western Athletic
Conference) as a Division-1 pro-
gram, and tops since 1994-the
Broncos obviously have done
plenty of good so far this sea-
son. However, is it all A's for this
team? Let's take a closer look
at each major position on the
team.
Quarterback: Jared
Zabransky spent all spring and
summer battling fifth-year se-
nior Mike Sanford before the
sophomore was announced as
the starter for the season opener
against Idaho. After what locked
like a shaky start, Zabransky has
taken the role and played con-
siderably well. Second in the
WACin passing yards per game
with 268.6, Zabransky is also
12th in the nation in passing ef-
ficiency. On the flip side, he has
been prone to hold onto the ball
- too much and gives up untime-
ly sacks. Going along with six
interceptions, he needs to im-
prove on his decision-making
skills. However, being among
WAC leaders in passing yards,
touchdowns, and completion
percentage, "Z" has stepped up
and taken on a role that was not
easy to fill after the departure of
Ryan Dinwiddie. Grade: A-
Runnmg Backs: The use
of the plural here is necessary
to analyze the production at
this particular position. Three
different running backs have
stepped up and played consider-
able rolls this season. Lee Marks
was named the starter follow-
ing his breakout performance
against the
Va n d a ls .
Rushing for
105 yards
during
the
open-
i n g
game,
Mar k s
has been
consistent,
but not to the level
he was to be- gin
theseason- 0 n I y
amass- in g
228 yards sin c e ,
and has not
c ro s se d thegoalline
this season. Antwaun Carter has
been the short yardage force for
the Broncos this season. The ju-
nior has scored five times in goal
line situations, and even broke
out last week versus SMU with
98 yards on only 14 carries. Jeff
Carpenter has come in during
breaks for Marks and shown the
breakaway speed and power that
made him a spring favorite earli-
er this year. But, with the uncer-
taintyofwhichrunningbackwill
step up from week to week, the
look of a running back by com-
mittee could hurt the Broncos
if they have to wait until late in
the first half of each game to see
who is playing the best. Having
more than one quality back may
be an asset, but it could also be a
liability in the second half of the
season. Grade: B
Receluers/Tlght.
Ends: Once again, here is a
position where you have numer-
5e.e 5eeson [page 7J
\
Pippen made an amazing
rise from obscurity toNBA's
SO greatest
·.• mmiJss~eks re-entry tilNFl.:
MUlnUSlays they would trade him
MLBplaY9fis
. ..arnve, pray
for Yankees
BY SRM SMITH
Chicago Tribuna
who took away the Lakers' game,
shutting down Magic Johnson
and thus paralyzing the Lakers'
offense.
Pippen set the screen, got the
rebound, made the assist. Isn't
the definition of greatness mak-
ing your teammates betteri .
Pippen did that as well as anyone
with his versatility.
He allowed Michael to be
Michael.
Jordan scored! The fans
gasped! But Jordan never won
until Pippen came along. Ah, the
blasphemy!
Pippen leaves the game now,
and given the glow from the
bridges he has burned, it's not
likely we'll see much of him
again.
But it was truly a remarkable
ride.
After all, here was a kid who
didn't even have a basketball
scholarship, at a university that
didn't even supply the CBA. He
was handing out towels to the
varsity players, a team manag-
er as a freshman who earned a
scholarship through play with
friends on the playground.
Pippen's story is as unlikely as
anybody's who ever has reached
the NBA. The NBA needs more
like him. -
MIAMI -Apparently infused
with a new passion for football
or new need for income, retired
-running back RickyWilliams has
petitioned the NFL for a hear-
ing to determine his status as a
first step toward returning to the
game.
The petition came in the form
of a letter from the agency that
represents Williams. Agent Leigh
Steinberg did not immediately
return phone calls Tuesday.
But Steinberg told ESPN the
letter is "the first step in Ricky
showing interest in playing
football again.
"Ricky has made his
tour around the world
and taken his time -
away," Steinberg
said, "and now has
realized that he has
a real passion for
football."
NFL spokesman
Greg Aiello con-
firmed that the for-
mer Dolphins player
has requested the hearing
to clarify his playing status,
but he would not comment any
further. No date for any hear-
ing has been set, according
to an NFL source.
Williams, in Los
Angeles, has a self-irn-
posed two-week deadline
for getting a response from the
league. After, he intends to return
overseas.
A Williams family source said
Tuesday evening Williams is be-
ing partially motivated by his
desire to overcome an $8.6 mil-
lion judgment the Dolphins won
when an arbitrator ruled Williams
breached his contract.
The source said Williams does
not have the liquid assets to repay
the money and still provide for
his family. Returning to the NFL
is one way to acquire the assets.
BY RRMRNOO SRLGUERO
RND JRSON COLE
Knight Ridder Newspapers
CHICAGO- Scottie Pippen was
old-school.
Not that he couldn't relate to
today's NBA player. ,After all,
Pippen was once arrested, he quit
on his team, paid off for children
born out of wedlock, demanded
_ to be traded, tossed barbs at fans
and management and threw the
occasional chair.
Yes, Scottie Pippen could be a
headache, migraine and other-
wise - but mostly for the opposi-
tion.
Pippen, who officially an-
nounced his retirement Tuesday
after 17 years in the NBA,was a
unique player -willowy and long-
armed, cat-quick, powerful and
intelligent. He was the star who
would be a role player, not that it
always was his choice 'and one he
didn't resent at times.
Pippen was the ultimate sup-
porting player, the perfect com-
plement, the guy to defend the
opponent's best and shut down
an offense. When the Bulls fi-
nally won their first champion-
ship in 1991,John Paxson hit the
big shots and lordan made the
highlight play, the switch-hands
layup still shown as the symbol
of that series. But it was Pippen
Pain isa
warning signal ...
(Help is on the way.)
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The Right Choice For Your Future
Is your dream to become a doctor, to study in beautiful surroundings, with a world-renowned
faculty and state of the art facilities - what more could you want in a professi-onal education?
Logan College students receive all this and more! If you are ready to accept the challenge
of graduate professional study in science, physiotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, chiropractic techniques and extensive clinical rotations, then Logan College
is the place for you.
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help paUents get well
through non-invasive healthcare while preparing you to eam a substantial
income commensurate with your positio~ as a Doctor of Chiropmctic.
Most DC's work in a private practice setting, providing Ume for family
and other impo~nt quarrty of life priorities.
Contact logan College at 1-800-533-9210 or at loganadm@logan.edu-
to receive an information packet describing the world's fastest growing
heallhcare profession. You can also visit our website at WWN.logan.edu. -
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That suspension would span
between four games and one sea-
son.
If the player returns after ayear,
he faces a lesser suspension.
Williams' status is also com-
plicated by the recent ruling that
forces him to repay $8.6 million
to the Dolphins. Williams wants
to know if the Dolphins would re-
tain his rights and, if so, for how
long.
Williams was signed through
the 2007 season when he retired,
and Aiello previously said that
BY JRMES BRKER
Sports writerBefore Williams can return to contract remained in force if
the field, he must clarify a status Williams returned.
left foggy by his alleged multiple Despite apublic stance inwhlch
drug-test failures and contractu- the Dolphins asked Williams to
al problems with Miami. report to the team to avoid the
Williams has told The Miami arbitration hearing, two sourc-
Herald he failed three drug tests es within the organization have
because of marijuana use. Under confirmed that Miami likely
league rules, a player in the NFI.:s would seek to trade Williams.
drug program faces a suspension The Dolphins gaveNewOrleans
if he returns in the same calen- two first-round draft .picks for
dar year he announces his retire- ~J Williams, but it is unlikely any
ment. team- would pay anywhere near
that premium. That is because
Williams has admitted to drug
use, faces a suspension and has
shown no consistency in his rea-
sons for retiring or his desire to
remain retired.
A trade would be one way
the Dolphins could
mitigate the damage
Williams did to the
organization when he
quit a week prior to
the start of training
camp.
Williams was the
team's only offen-
sive star, gaining
3,225 yards tile past
two seasons. Since his
departure, Miami has
gone through three start-
ing runningbacks, is winless
after four games, and the of-
fense has the fewest points
',\", and touchdowns in the
~. NFL this season.
!~~ And the timing of
Williams' departure
remains a subject of re-
sentment throughout the team.
"Everything football teaches
you is that it's a team sport and
you have to sacrifice things for
your teammates, be there for
them and be accountable to the
rest of the guys on the team,"
Dolphins quarterback Jay Fiedler
said last week. "Leaving without
any notice right before the season
took all accountability away from
Williams. He wasn't being re-
spectful to his teammates. That
being the case, yeah, I am a little
resentful."
Up until last year, I've always
gotten a warm feeling when
October rolls around. Not be-
cause of the arrival of autumn,
but the arrival of Major League
Baseball's postseason. This year
however, month number 10 is
bittersweet.
Never in my life have I felt
such heartbreak, not even ro-
mantically as I did at the end of
October 2003.
The Chicago Cubs, five outs
away from their first World
Series in roughly a century,
lost a foul ball in the crowd to
a fan who is now resting com-
fortably in the Federal Witness
Protection Program (not liter-
ally) and consequently lost the
game to the Florida Marlins.
The Marlins then go on to beat
the Cubs in their seven-game
series before winning the World
Series over the Yankees. It was
rough-it took me a few months
to recover.
This year is different. Not be-
cause the Cubbies have a better
shot at winning, but because
they failed to even. make it in,
taking a lot of pressure off and
making things easier in weeks
to come. Now I can focus on
my other team, the notorious
Bombers from the Bronx, or
known to the rest of the sports
world as "them damn Yankees."
I know what you're thinking,
but I can't help but love perhaps
the most notorious team in all
of sports history, headed by an
owner with the biggest pocket-
book.
All right, let's get down to busi-
ness. The biggest surprise this
year is of course the St. Louis
Cardinals being the best team
in baseball, leaving the Cubs,
who were suppose to be the
best team overall this year as
predicted back in April, in their
dust. Things look good so far as
they've already beaten the LA
Dodgers in game one of the di-
vision series, who unfortunately
couldn't dodge an 8-3 beating
Tuesday. They will definitely be
the team to beat for this year's
playoffs, and as much as I hate
to admit it, they will most like-
ly end up in the World Series
against "them damn Yankees."
The Yanks hopefully won't have
too much trouble putting St.
Louis .away and getting ..their
first Series championship in
four years.
The wildcard Houston Astros
look to win their first playoff
series ever. With the Astros' ad-
dition of hometown hero Roger
'rocket' Clemens leading one
of the hottest teams in baseball
right now, the Atlanta Braves
could have their hands full.
Over in the American League,
the Minnesota Twins came off
an excellent season and a first
game win over 'them damn
Yankees' this week. They look to
win their first World Series since
the early '90s and keep their re-
cent run of success going strong.
Besides the Cubs, there is an-
other team struggling to rid
themselves of a terrible curse
causing the prevention of post-
season success. Who else but
the Red Sox from "Bahston" as
their native fans call them. They
came close last year but the
Yankees, their pitted rivals, won
on a eleventh inning home run
from Aaron Boone. The Red Sox,
who scored more runs than any
team this season, take on the
Anaheim Angels in first round
division play, and on Tuesday
clipped their wings in a solid 9-3
blowout.
So even if the Cubs aren't in-
cluded in this year's rendition
of the 'Fall Classic,' there's still
plenty of opportunities to see
some exciting playoff action.
The possibility of the Red Sox
and the Yanks once agaln bat-
tling for the AL crown alone has
me praying to Babe Ruth and the
rest ofthe baseball gods for such
a serendipitous event.
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Want a [the mid-season reureiu...cont.]
big game?
Check out
Cal-USC
BY RNN KILLION
Knight Ridder Newspepers
SANJOSE,Calif. - Sure, BayArea
teams have played in big regular-
season college football games be-
fore.
Uh ...well, let's see. There was Cal
vs. Washington in 1991. Stanford
had a big one at. Notre Dame in
1992. San Jose State had a nice win
at Baylor once. Pappy Waldorf's
Bears had some very significant
games in the late 1940s and early
'50s.
But Saturday'S game between
top-ranked USC and No.7 Cal is
t~e biggest. Certainly in modern
times. Maybe ever.
1\'10 top-10 teams. A sold-
out crowd of 92,000 at the L.A.
Coliseum. Hype, visibility, ESPN
~ame Day, California bragging
r~ghts, revenge for a disputed na-
tional championship on the line.
BayArea residents who hear the
term inaccurately applied every
N~vember take note: This is a truly
Big Game. The kind of party that
BayArea teams usually just watch
on television.
"Being from the West Coast
I, 've never seen a game of this
ma~nilude:' said Cal safety Ryan
Gutierrez, who grew up In Clovis.
The timing of the game couldn't
be better for Cal. Here we are In
the first week of October with little
to do but ponder the astonishing
rise of the Cal Bears from laugh-
ingstock to national contender.
No postseason baseball to distract
us. No good NFL teams to obsess
over.
At his weekly Tuesday news con-
ference, Cal Coach JeffTedford no-
ticed how packed the Hall of Fame
room was.
"The magnitude of this game has
something to do with It:' Tedford
said. "Overall I've seen a change.
Everyone wants to support a win-
ner."
We're precious short of winners
right now. Cal, you have the spot-
light.
Cal's potent offense is No.1 in
scoring in the country. Tedford's
big concerns? Well his kicker has
yet to kick a field goal, because you
can't keep the Bears out ofthe end
zone. And he has only used a frac-
tion of his playbook, so the coach
might be tired from carrying his
big binder around and not being
able to put it to use.
The Bears are good, but they're
not USC's caliber. Not yet. On
Saturday they will face a team that
Tedford calls "one of the most, if
not the most, talented teams in the
country." He considers running
back Reggie Bush the best player'
in the country.
"We have good players:' Tedford
said. "They have blue chip players
at every single place on the team."
It's a dramatic matchup between
two of the oldest programs In
California. We've had a lot of SoCal
vs. NorC~jJ sports battles In the
.past few days. This is another one
that should draw the attention of
the rest of the country. It makes for
a very cool moment in the much-
maligned Pacific-lO Conference.
"I think this a great moment for
the Pac-lO,"USCCoach Pete Carroll
said. "It's just tremendous."
"People think Californians
don't love their football," the Bay
Area native added. "They better
stay away from our stadium on
Saturday,"
The Coliseum will host the big-
gest crowd for a game that isn't
against UCLAor Notre Dame in 52
years. It will be the largest crowd a
Cal team has played before in 24
years. The adrenaline will spike,
the stomachs will churn.
There's an intriguing subplot to
this game. Cal was the only team
to beat the Trojans last year, in a
three.overtime, rhree-point victo-
ry at Memorial Stadium. Without
that loss, USC would have gone
undefeated and there would not
have been a controversial split na-
tional championship at the end of
last season.
"It's a college football fan's
dream," he said. "Acollege football
player's dream."
And Cal is in it. The biggest regu-
lar-season game In maybe forever.
Season [from pege 5)
for the Broncos. Returning only
M.J.Ansel and All·WAClineman
Daryn Colledge to the start-
ing lineup-this young group
has really stepped up to the
plate. The big boys up front have
been opening holes for numer-
ous backs and, considering that
Zabransky Is a running quarter-
back who has a tendency to hold
on the ball, they have kept the
sack total to a minimum. There
Is really no weak spot for the of-
fensive line. Grade: A
named WACdefensive player of
the week. Hall leads the team
in interceptions, total tackles,
tackles for loss, and sacks. Avalos
has b,een the focal point of every
team s offensive scheme, but has
still found his way to get into the
backfield and provide backside
help on passing Sits:tions for the
secondary. Grade:
Secondary:Whent or-
nerbacks miss an assignment,
those plays are by far the most
noticeable of any this season.
However, with a defensive game
plan that centers on blitzing,
the corners are left on an island.
Gabe Franklin leads the WAC
in passes deflected, and Gerald
Alexander has. played brilliant
at times in his first season as a
starter and only his second year
ever playing defense in his life.
Chris Carr has been the leader In
the secondary. With the injury to
Cam Hall, and now ith Carr out
for 4-6 weeks, DeshaCabaong
and Austin Smith ha filled in
well-and will need to do even
more so now. But with he big
plays killing the momen m of
the Broncos, there may be need
to switch up the game plan to be
sure that the close games do not
come down on the shoulders of----
One-way with 14-day advance purchase
these young defensive backs.
Grade:B-
Special Teams: No neg-
ativity to report of here for the
Broncos. Tyler Jones has been
more than consistent. On kick-
off, he routinely drives the ball
to the back of the end zone, ac-
cumulating 22 touchbacks this
season. Jones also leads the na- .
tion in kickers scoring with 55
points, while converting all 25 of
his PATsand 10-12on field goals.
Sophomore punter Kyle Stringer
would be second in the WACin
punting average, if he only had
enough punts to qualify. With an
average of 45.2 yards per punt,
he has pinned 4 of his 13 punts
within the 20. Return specialist
Carr will be sorely missed for the
coming weeks. With two punt re-
turns for touchdowns, and the
fifth highest punt return average
in the nation, Carr also is second
in the WACin kickoff return avo
erage. Austin Smith will be the
man to fill his shoes on returns.
Grade: A
Coaching: With numer-
ous positions that needed to be
filled, and two being high pro-
file, Dan Hawkins and crew have
done a masterful job at getting
the players they need at each po-
sition. But, with some questions
of play caIling on offense, and a
by October 21, 2004. Seats are limited.
Fares may vary by destination and day of
travel and won't be available on some flights
that operate during very bUSytravel times.
defense that exposes their DB's,
there may need to be some re-
working the old playbook with
the bye week upon us. There may
. also be some concern for the lack
of consistency of the team at spe-
cific times of the games. But, be-
ing able to plug in new starters
and still come out with an un-
defeated record, there are high
points that could be coming for
the Broncos. Grade: B
Ouerall: You can't argue
with an undefeated season and a
top-20 ranking. But the inability
to score first in three of the last
four games, and trailing at some
point each of those last four-
there are some questions com-
ing in the second half of the sea-
son. The team is young, but has
a handful of upperclassmen that
can and will step up and be vocal
when the teams looks like they
are becoming lazy. The Broncos
look as if they could, and should
be a lot better than they are right
now. And those points of concern
look like they can be easy to fix.
The outcome will be seen in the
'coming weeks, especially with
a Fresno State team coming in
here pissed in three weeks-the
questions need to be answered
now before anyone can think
about a BCSberth.
Overall Grade: B
SOME OF THE
PLACES WE FLY
Albuquerque
(Just an hour away from Santa Fe)
Austin
Baltimore/Washington (BWI)
(29 miles to downtown Washington, D.C.)
Chicago (Midway)
Ft. Lauderdale
(22 miles to downtown Miami)
Harlingen/South Padre Island
Las Vegas
Los Angeles (LAX)
New Orleans
Oakland
(18miles to downtown San Francisco)
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Providence
(A better way to Boston)
Reno/Tahoe
Salt Lake City
San Diego
Seattle/Tacoma
Tampa Bay
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ous players who have stepped
up from week to week. but never
knowing which one is going to
get the ball. Unlike the running
back position, having an abun-
dant number of quality receivers
can be seen as a positive for the
Broncos. Seniors Lawrence Bady
and T,J. Acree have both been
injured early in the season, but
both are averaging right around
50 yards receiving per game.
Bady is once again leading the
conference in yards per recep-
tion. But it has been the play of
sophomore Drisan James that
has been the focal point for the
receiving core so far. James leads
the team in receptions and re-
ceiving yards. Sophomore tight
end Derek Schouman was lead-
ing the team in receiving yards
before a leg injury slowed him
down. The lone downfall for the
rec,eivers has been the tendency
to tumble the ball. Grade: B+
Defenslue Lme: Led by
LombardiAward candidate Julius
Roberts, the D-line has been bet-
ter than most would have ex-
pected. Going along with one of
the strongest blitzing packages
in the country, the Broncos have
held opponents to a conference-
low 63.2 rushing yards per game.
Junior Alex Guerrero leads the
line with 17total tackles and two
sacks. Grade: B+
WHEN YOU PURCHASE AT SOUIHWEST.COM:
Fares do not Include a federal excise tax of $3.10 per takeoff and landlnQ.
Linebacker: This unit is
by far the most dominant force
on the team this season. Led
by Preseason WAC Defensive
Player of the Year Andy Avalos,
the tandem ofAvalos and sopho-
more Korey Hall have been un-
believable. Hall has twice been
=-----
Offenslue line: Needing
to replace 60 percent ofthe start-
ing line from last season, offen-
sively, this group has been the
most solid aspect this season
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Foreign films outshine American entries at
Idaho International Film Festival
O
ver fifty films filled
three theaters for
four days as Boise
residents - attended
the annual Idaho International
Film Festival held Sept 30 to Oct
3. The film festival is an event
that allows the general public
to see the best independent and
foreign films you won't neces-
sarily see in major theaters.
The Idaho International Film
Festival that brings actors, di-
rectors and producers together
to survey the recent additions to
film that haven't yet made their
way into theaters. Independent
and unknown directors show-
case their works and foreign
entries work their way onto
American screens. After many "Dead and Breakfast"
of the screenings, directors andproducers answered que tio s is quite - possibly the silliest
from the audience. movie of the film festival - but
Considerably larger than it's still kind of fun. "Dead and
last year, this year's film festi- Breakfast" is a horror/gorefest
val featured a number of both flick that's supposed to be as
American and foreign films, asinine as it sounds. The title of
as well as some local entries. PHOID"'''STRRDAMSII""RADlHR the film is a play on a "bed and
The Eg~ptlen theetre was one of three uenues In down town BOise pertlclpatlng In uus ~aars Ideho tntarnational b kf " h f .
For the most part, however, the Film Faattual, The Flicks end BOIsa Center on the Graue ware elsa per ucrpante , rea ast were a group 0 SIXnon-American entries appeared 1L,. -'COllege-age students find them-
stronger than their American _ selves stuck in the midst of a
counterparts. Translation" and its endearing ally care about him. "Mr. Holland's Opus", "The Choristes" is ultimately nothing road trip.
relationships are comparable In a Q & A session after the Emperor's Club", and even "The we haven't seen before, but its "Dead and Breakfast" cap-
to "About a Boy". Bring a tissue; screening, actor Russell Means School ofRock". It's a story about chorus is so strong and its finale tures the atmosphere of zom-
this is a story that will leave you told the audience that lead actor a humble school teacher who is so sweet. bie movies of decades past as
brimming with emotions long Eddie Spears spent two months works hard to help his students ="""""'?"'It £ ,. the group soon find themselves
after you've left the theater. training for his boxing scenes grow, but due to opposition from stuck at thebed and breakfast
with the legendary Jimmy authorities, begins to feel like "Burying the Past" was the after a murder has occurred and
Gambini,whoalsotrainedactors a failure until he's eventually most controversial film in the policemen begin to investigate.
for "Rocky". The training shows. informed otherwise by his stu- festival and was made by a fac- The murder is soon followed by
The boxing scenes amount to dents. It's a great story, but it's ulty member of the University of others with still no clue as to the
the most finely filmed portions one that we've seen many times Utah. The film is a documentary source.
of the film, creating an intensity before. removed from the "Spudfest" Things quickly move from ee-
that's on par with the best box- Though the film's somber film festival in Driggs, Idaho be- rie to weird, then to gross as the
ing movies. On the other hand, tone closly reflects "Dead Poet's cause of threats of protest from zombies begin to pursue the re-
Spears should have spent more Society", the best comparison members of the LDS (Mormon) mainingkids back at the bed and
time training for traditional act- is actually to "The School of church in eastern Idaho. breakfast. The zombies can only
ing. His overall performance just Rock". In a fairly modern France, "Burying the Past" was a hot po- be killed by decapitation, so the
wasn't strong enough to carry Clement Matthieu (Gerard tato coming into the Idaho Film kids use everything from shot
the film, which ended up creat- Jugnot) has failed to make a ca- Festival. guns to chain saws to get the job
ing a lot of jilted scenes. reer out of composing music, so The most interesting aspect done. The scenes are also inter-
Russell Means felt there was a he takes a job as a schoolteacher of "Burying the Past" was the spliced with a country singer
deeperpurposeinthefilm,how- ataschoo!foryoungtroublemak- director Brian Patrick telling narrating the story for us-while
ever. While expressing his vision ers. Matthieu struggles to get the audience that he had abso- playing for our expectations ..
ofAmerican Indian rights he ex- control of the boys, but refrains lutely no agenda in creating the The gore is intentionally fake
plained, "The reason I did this from responding harshly to the film other than establishing an and the situations intention-
movie is because when I read the boys' mischief as the principal awareness ofthe documentary's ally stereotypical, but the fact
script it portrayed us [American does. Much like Dewey Finn of subject-the Mountain Meadows - that it's "supposed to be that
Indians] as human beings." "The School Rock", Matthieu massacre of 1857. But Patrick's way" doesn't redeem it. Though
Means went on to explain that begins to befriend the boys and film betrays his own claims. something of a homage to B-
while most Hollywood mov- treats them with kindness. "Burying the Past" is skewed movies of the seventies and
ies use "terrible stereotypes" Matthieu soon creates a choir against Mormons as strongly as eighties, the film does have fun
in their depiction of American out of his class and discovers possible. Of course, it's his right playing 'with the conventions of -
Indians, "BlackCloud" was "very there's actually a lot of talent to make an anti-Mormon film if the genre - but watching heads
accurate". among the boys. Though lack- he wants to, but disguising the knocked off-is only funny for
ing in originality, the film is film as merely a historical in- so long. Nonetheless, the mid-
still genuinely sweet and never quiry seriously undermines the nighf screening had a full crowd
afraid to be sentimental. The strength of his investigation. laughing till the end.
score matches the film's tender- I'm not an expert on the
ness and creates an atmosphere Mountain Meadows massa-
of hope in the midst of the dun- ere, but I know enough to know
geon-Iike schoolhouse. "Les that Patrick was leaving out irn-
ERIC RUSSELL
culture Writer
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"Dear Frankie" is a
Scottish film with thick accents
that were initially difficult to un-
derstand. Underneath the rough
cover of language, however, is a
beautifully sweet and absolutely
unforgettable film.
Frankie is a nearly deaf boy
who has lost his father but be-
lieves he is writing letters to him.
His young mother, Lizzie (Emily
Mortimer) has secretly been
writing letters back to him, pre-
tending she's his father on a boat
far away at sea.
One day Frankie discovers
that his father's boat is coming
to shore. Lizzie scrambles to
find a man to pretend as if he's
Frankie's father for a day. The
man she finds (Gerard Butler)
turns out to be much more than
expected.
What was intended to be a
short trick ends up triggering a
string of events that brings heal-
ing to both Lizzie and Frankie
in a wonderful way. The film
contributes to the story with a
stark picture of Scotland that
deepens our sympathies for
the characters while all three
primary actors deliver perfor-
mances that further convince
us of their struggles. "Dear
Frankie" is slowly paced, but its
subtle sweetness rivals "Lost in
"Black Cloud" (Rick
Schroder USA, 2004) represents
both the name of the title char-
acter as well as an emotional
atmosphere that permeates
most of the film. Black Cloud
(Eddie Spears) is an American
Indian on an Arizona reserva-
tion who's become a spectacu-
lar boxer under the tutelage of
Bud (Russell Means). When he's
given a chance to go to a tourna-
ment that will lead towards box-
ing finalists for the U.S. in the
Olympics, he declines because
of his hatred towards America
and the white man.
Eventually Black Cloud soft-
ens when he discovers a val-
iant white man in his own heri-
tage. He then begins to turn his
life around. The climax is odd
though, because it leads to a
sudden shift in character with-
out allowing us to really under-
stand what Black Cloud is feel-
ing. In fact, the whole film has
a fairly rough script, including a
lot of choppy dialogue that could
have used polishing. Perhaps
the biggest problem is that, even
after Black Cloud's transforma-
tion, viewers never come to re-
i. _
portant information about the
event and prominently show-
cases "expert" historians who
interpret information in ex-
tremeways.
The Mountain Meadows mas-
sacre began with a wagon train
of 140 people from Arkansas
who, while traveling through
southern Utah were allegedly
attacked and killed by a group of
Indians and radical Mormons.
The documentary re-Iives the
event and then provides inter-
views with descendents of some
of the few survivors. Patrick's
treatment of the event is unfor-
tunate, because this is certainly
an important historical event
that deserves to be remembered
with full-fledged respect. 4.
"Les Cboristes" is a won-
derful, heartwarming, uplift-
ing story that would have been
better if it weren't made in the
wake of "Dead Poets Society",
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0, anyway e e e
Why am I here? Who cares!
Just put on some underwear
TRRUIS ESTUDLD
Culture Wrltar
I keep asking myself-"What
is my purpose on this planet?"
Most days, I have no idea why I'm
here, where I'm headed, or what
color underwear to put on. I just
know that if I don't wear under-
wear, I'm quite sure I'llchafe.
Instead of actually trying to
search for the answer to my
question, I'lllist off some life les-
sons I've pocketed in what short
portion of our school year that
has yet passed. Maybe then I can
at least impart some knowledge
to others who have even less di-
rection than I.
>Anemployee attheBroadway
Taco Bell claims to have "the
power of the wolf inside" him.
I think everyone should take a
page from this guy's book. Get
an animal inside you. No, not
literally. Don't go eating squir-
rels or take up felching just be-
cause of me. Get out there in life
and be an animal. Attack your
day. Growl at strangers. Crap in
the backyard. You'dbe surprised
how good you'll feel.
Dynamite." The kid's pretty
much the biggest dork ever. If for
no other reason, watch it to feel
better about the quality of your
own life.
> You know that old saying',
"Dance like nobody's watch-
ing"? Horse crap! Dance like all
kinds of people are watching.
Just pretend that they like what
they see. If that becomes a prob-
lem, at least pretend you meant
to do your moves the way you
did them.
> Don't tell people that you
pee when you get excited. Even if
it's a joke, the population at large
will just not understand where
you are coming from.
> Make amazing headbands
from sleeves that were once a
part of your now cutoff t-shirts.
Headbands will one day lead to
world peace. You heard it here
first.
> When playing flag foot-
ball, make sure you wear shorts
with a drawstring. You already
know the other team is going to
be grabby and nobody needs to
see your underwear. This only
applies to people who are not
Christina Aguilera. No big deal
there, because everyone has al-
ready seen her underwear.
>When It comes time to per-
form karaoke, pick a song that
you already know by heart. If
this is impossible, pick a song
from the eighties and throw the
f-word into the chorus line a
couple of times.
So, anyway, the point today
is that you really need to wear
underwear, people. Chafing-is
no laughing matter. Try being
chafed just once. Then you'll
come crying to me, and I won't
have a lick of sympathy for you-
even if you pee.
PttDflllllUSTRIlTlOlIIYEMllYDEStEARIIDfilCHR£5IRllBECK/lHERIlBllfFl
Treuls Estuold wows the crwod. ~et eglan, With hiS large bag of dance moues
>Don't ever turn down tickets
to see Dave Matthews Band at
the Gorge, especially two years
in a row. The friends whose
tickets you didn't take will hate
you, and the friends that would
have gladly taken your place
will threaten you with physical
harm.
> Go see the movie "Napoleon
Cheesellllil
delicious meatis, letitiuce,
Ickles, tiomatio and chips.
Over 30 sabisfying
ndwiches and salads
lunch, dinner, picnics
and parbies.
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15 steps to avoid the freshman 15
RUSS KLETTKE RND DERNNR
CONTE
Speclel to the Rrblter
The "freshman 15"is no myth.
"Slgnifica~t weight gain during
the rust semester of college is a
real phenomenon:' says David
A. Levitsky, PhD, a professor of
nutritional sciences and psy-
chology at Cornell University
who studjtd 60 college fresh-
men at the school in 2002. On
average, these Ivy Leaguers ate
an estimated 174more calories
tha.n they burned in a day's time,
which led to a half-pound gain
per week, .
With no limits In a dining hall
and 24-7 pizza deliveries, the
calories-in, calories-out equa-
tion can fail you by midterms.
Contrary to current market-
ing tactics, we don't recom-
mend blanket carb reduction as
that can impact brain function.
Instead, here are some steps to
keep weight in check and make
the scholar more alert to the
vast and expensive knowledge of
higher education.
What you eat matters most
If you think this really pushes
the "balance, variety and mod- .
eration" rule, you're right. Most
dining halls offer a full range of .
choices, so your excuses are lim-
ited and probably lame. A truly
smart student knows:
1. Complex carbs (whole
grains, fruits and vegetables
with their skin on) digest slowly,
regulating blood sugar levels so
your energy levels are more con- .
sistent. Fruits and Vegetables
also reduce the cravings that
more typically follow the inges-
tion of simple (processed) carbs,
such as sweets, sugary beverages
and white breads. .
2. Leaner protein (legumes,
low-fat dairy, egg whites, skin-
less chicken, white fish, shellfish
(without the butter), lean pork
and beef such as cuts with the
word "loin" in them) have fewer
calories than their counterparts
and still carry minerals such
as magnesium, potassium and
calcium, each of which bolster
nerve function.
3. Fat without feet (nuts, vege-
table oils, cold water fish such as
salmon, anchovies and herring)
are the healthy, unsaturated fats
that enable better absorption of
other nutrients (see #5 below)
and help stave off hunger crav-
ings. And, they're good for your
skin and heart, unlike saturated
fats as found in beef, pork and
poultry .:
. 4. Alcohol Buzz: Of course al-
cohol is prohibited to those un-
der 21. So when you get there,
ahem, know that regular beer
has about 180calories per bottle,
but "lite" brands are closer to 100
- and that low-carb beer market-
ing is an irrelevant smoke screen.
Spirits are about 80-100 calories
per shot glass, but it's the mix-
ers that can double or triple the
calories. Wine is about 90 calo-
ries per glass. but the loss of in-
hibitions also affects how much
you eat on such occasions. It's all
part ofthe math.
5. B buzz: If there is a family
of vitamins you need for good
brain function (alertness, mood,
energy). it's the Bs: B1,B5, B6,
B12,and folic acid. Vitamin sup-
plements in pill form work. or,
you could just get them from a
healthy balance of food. Balance
means a little of this here, a lit-
tie of that there. The foods are
whole grains (oatmeal, breads,
pasta), legumes (beans), fruits
and vegetables, fish, poultry,
beef (including liver and kidney)
and dairy. Are you pumping iron
at the gym? Folic acid (fruit, leafy
vegetables, beans and peas) con-
tributes to bone density, an im-
portant part of strength train-
ing.
How you eat affects how much
you eat
It's not just what you toss
down your gullet. It's how you
do it, too.
6. Portion control freaks know
when to stop eating. Pay atten-
tion to when you feel too full
- there's ~ due. If you're going
up for seconds ofthe flank steak,
get an equal amount of the vege-
tables (French fries don't count).
A medium size Dominoes pizza
is four portions (all eight pieces
can total as much as 2200 calo-
ries); try to eat some plant food
(salad, carrots) before it arrives
to curb your appetite.
7.Socialize over meals. College
is preparation for life, includ-
ing the business dinner. If you
are having conversation while
you eat, you'll gobble less (your
mother hopes), which tends to
limit the total amount you eat.
a.Snacking regulates energy
levels, if you do it right, and re-
duces the likelihood of feeling
famished at mealtime. Protein,
plant fats and whole fruits and
vegetables digest slowest and are
most satisfying; a sweet muffin
or any sugary snack has the op-
posite effect. Best bets: peanut
butter on celery, any fruit, baby
carrots, any vegetable dipped in
hummus, pickled herring (one
or two pieces is enough). Even
a small hamburger (no mayo)
will do if there's nothing else
around.
9. Late night snacking is a
category unto itself. The dark
may allow you to gorge unseen,
which is why this is a particu-
larly common college phenom-
enon. particularly after social
events. Keep some savory or
sweet indulgences around. just
make sure to limit it to 200 calo-
ries. That might allow you sev-
eral cups oflow-calorle pudding,
or a lot of vinegar coleslaw, pep-
peroncinis or baked chips and
unbuttered popcorn (for the sa-
vory crowd). .
How you structure your life
makes a difference
A lot of weight management is
a matter of planning.
10. Get equipped: Some
dorms have full kitchens - a
great advantage, because meals
made outside the home have
55 percent more calories than
those made in (source: American
Dietetic Association). But some-
thing as simple as a can opener
and a small refrigerator en-
ables you to feed your academic
bean with mini-meals such as
canned Garbanzo beans, mixed
with lemon juice and mustard
- or brothy soup - for a great late
night snack.
11. Study smart: Prepping
for a test can be lonely, which is
when snack foods become a best
friend. Potato chip greasiness
can get all over your books, not
to mention your complexion -
substitute pretzels, baked chips
or better, baby carrots, which
are good for eyes, skin, and im-
munity. Rule of thumb: If you
have snack foods in your room,
you will eat them, probably all ill
one sitting and we bet you're not
even sharing.
12. Beverage habits might
shock you: If you're drinking
a sugary soda pop, it usually
has 150 calories per can. Drink
four a day and that's 600 calo-
ries. Oh, and that Venti Coffee
Frappuccino at Starbucks? 405
calories. If you cut just that
much from your current habits,
you can lose up to ten pounds
in three months. Try water, diet
drinks, calorie free seltzer or
even celery (mostly just water
and fiber, but it satisfies oral im-
pulses for some people).
13. Sleep, or rather, the lack
thereof might seem like a calo-
rie burner. Truth is.. your body
looks to conserve energy in other
Cell phone users spending millions
to mdrurdualrze ring tunes
BY JENEE OSTERHELDT
Knight Aldder Newspepers
[KAT)
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
When Cassie Keller gets a phone
call, a lot more happens than an
archaic "ring, ring."
Instead, her cell phone launch-
es into this: meow-meow-meow-
meow, meow-meow-meow-
meow ...
Right. The "Meow Mix" TVjin-
gle.
That's how it rings for the un-
identified callers, says Keller, a
senior who attends Fort Hays
State University via the Internet
from her Fairway, Kan., home.
lust about everyone in her cell
phonebook has been assigned a
distinct ring. For her mom, there's
a rodeo song and her boss has an
ambulance siren. She even has the
Kansas Iayhawks fight song, and
snippets from the movie "Office
Space" and "Chappelle's Show."
Then there's her personal favor-
ite, "Build Me Up, Buttercup" by
the Foundations.
"I like the fact that I can tell
who is calling," Keller says. "If the
phone is in the other room you
can hear it and tell who is calling.
It's funny. I have even had people
request ringers; it's like you can
give different personalities to dif-
ferent people."
Keller gets her ringers from
her wireless provider, Sprint,
as well as from Web sites like
www.3gupload.com and www.
matrixrn.com.
Most Web sites have a yearly
. fee that gives customers access
to unlimited ringers, games and
screens avers. Some even let you
make your own ring tone. At
www.3gforfree.com. you can pay
$7 a year for unlimited down-
loads. Other sites, like matrixm.
com, sell individual ring tones,
starting at $1; a few-are offered
for free. And you can access the
sites from your PC or your cell
phone, ifyour phone has Internet
access.
U.S. cell phone owners spent
more than $75 million on ring
tones in 2003, according to re-
search by In-Stat/MOR. a digital
communications research firm.
nesearch~rs predict cell' Users
willspend$146 mil~n thlsyear.
They won't see any of Kristen
Vincent's money.
"1 think I would have a hard
time paying for ring tones," says
Vincent, 39, a Hallmark associate
product manager. "You have to
pay to download music already,
gas prices are already higher and
with people just trying to survive,
it's just hard to see myself paying
for a ring tone."
Vincent says younger, hipper
people might think differently
and she thinks it is a great op-
tion to have. But she's happy with
the 40-plus tones standard in her
Verizon phone.
"I have never heard anyone
with the same ring as mine,"
Vincent says of her Dragnet-like
tone. "I'm unique, and it gets a lot
of laughs when people hear it. I
like that."
Keller says it's the individuality
that fuels the ringer trend.
"It has to be in the same vein
of expressing yourself through
fashion and stuff," Keller, 23,
says. "When you have a ringer
and it makes people go 'What is
that,' It's fun."
Wireless providers are broad-
ening the alternatives to give cell
users plenty of creativity when
it comes to customizing their
phones.
Sprint, the first mobile carrier
to offer master recording tones,
just released two new ring op-
tions this week: pro football play-
er voice ringers and BlingTones.
For $2.50 a ringer, you can
download (www.sprintpcs.
com) the voices of NFL hot shots
like Tony Gonzalez and Daunte
Culpepper. That same price will
get you a BlingTone. Sprint has
partnered with some ofhip-hop's
hottest producers and DIs like
Rockwilder and Hl-Tek to deliver
the BlingTone ringers.
Hlp-hop is not only dominat-
ing the Billboard charts, but it
also dominates the ringer world
as well. At Sprint, Beyonce has
achieved platinum- status, with
ringers like "Baby Boy," "Crazy
in Love" and "Naughty Girl" be-
ing downloaded more than a mll-
lion times. And 50 Cent has been
downloaded more than 500,000 .
times, giving him gold status.
In the future well see even
more innoyadveways to cus"
"
tomlze cell phones, says Nancy
Beaton, Sprint general manager
of wireless music and personal-
ization.
The next step in mobile cus-
tomization is MC sound, which
has CD·like quality, Beaton says.
In addition, there will probably
be video ringers that not only play
your favorite song, but also show
a short clip of the video as well.
"It's all about personalization,"
Beaton says. "People buy ringers
to customize their phones. They
want ringers that are popular, the
songs that they enjoy and they
want ringers that have a special
place for them."
PHONESPEAJ{
3rd generation phone. Most
phones that can accept ringers
are "3G." This means different
things depending on your service
provider. Mainly it means that
your phone has the latest tech-
nology, such as enhanced mul-
timedia, e-mail, text and picture
messaging, and all the things that
go way beyond making a simple
telephone call.
Polyphonic ringers are more
digitized, sort oflike elevator mu-
sic.
Monophonic ringers sound
more like beeps.
Music ringers are the most
popular. They sound like a clip
straight off the radio or CD.
RING, DING, DONG
Here are a few sites from which
to download ring tones. Check
whether your phone is compat-
ible on the site. .
www.3gforfree.comis free
from your mobile phone. $7 gets
one year of unlimited downloads,
previews and a bigger selection
from your PC.
www.3gupload.com. free reg-
istration. $10 gets you one year
of unlimited downloads. $6 gets
. you six months.
www.mbuzzy.com. free reg-
istration. There are free ringers
and ringers for purchase starting
at $1.
"'WWW.myphonefiles.comj free
registration. It's $3 a month'
for unlimited access, $14 for 6
months and$29 a year. ..
Vlww.matrixm.com,· .free reg:
lstration. There are free ringers .
and ringers for purchase starting
af$l. l
\.
ways and that might include do-
ing fewer physical things. Not to
mention late night snacking.
14.Walk. Particularly for stu-
dents who have no time for or-
ganized exercise. walking helps
stimulate nature's feel-good sub-
stances in the body, serotonins
and endorphins. For busy multi-
taskers, it's a great way to think
through lectures and other situ-
ations while going from point A
to point B. And maybe you can'
stop in to a store to pick up some
orange juice and oatmeal for to-
morrow's breakfast.
15.Eat breakfast. People who
skip breakfast are 4.5 times more
Iikely to be obese. Why?The me-
tabolism slows to conserve en-
ergy,while the mere act of eating
speeds it up. Energy levels also
flag in the brain, impairing that
function as well. Get that B (vi-
tamin) buzz going early in time
for class.
Don't get up in time for some
of these things? Maybe a daily
wake up call from mom might
do the trick.
Russ Klettke and Deanna
Conte, M.S., R.D., L.D., are au-
thors of "AGuy's Gotta Eat, the
regular guy's guide to eating
smart" (Marlowe & co, 2004).
The book strives to restore sanity
to nutritious living, reconciling
the practical realities of modern
life with the basic needs of hu-
man physiology. For more info
see www.AGuysGottaEat.com .
Check out the monthly @.~~ Groups of tllM Ofpiercing spedo/t this motl! wli/get discountsmonth Is tongue $30.00 OfI.plerdngs (notincluding sole lrems).
All New Moon plerclngs Include We have designs for the new
the jewelry and aftercare package with tattoo, and we can create
instructions. We stand by our plercings, from pictures you bring In.
and offer free follow up service.
New Moon Tattoo ,
6422 Fairview Ave; 375-1666
"Perforating the Populas of Idaho"
,
l'\' ,I.··.,
Forge! the monthly bu. pcnl Beceu •• for I." money, yoo can be driving a
Derbi _ going ea,y on tho environment, geHing cheap lnsurcnce, profarTod
parking. end a worronty, 1001How cool I. 1hoI? And 00, )1lOh: 1(. 0 Oefbi -
what the wortllt riding. Test drive one.1odoyIAsk about Student DIscounu
_ Scooters Of Boise
•. ',,\: ..... 747 South 13th
Acrossfrom the Post Office
746 W. Main St •. .: 388-1900
WE DELIVERI
Don't surrender
to HUNGER'"
Counter-attack with a
delicious PITAm
$1.00 OFF or
FREEDELIVERY
Open 11-3a.m. Mon-Thurs, 11-4a.m. Fri/Sat c\
Noon-3a.m. Sunday .
Deliveries stop 30 minutes before closing
Must mention coupon when ordering
...... _ ..-.- -_ __ _._-., _---_.~_ _.~ _., .__ __ ..__ -.__ .._._-_ _ _.~.__ .._--_. __ _ ~-_.-~_._. ._ .•...._.
11 . . ----___:--'-'---------,...;----------'-H
"What do ] know
about me?"
"I know] have choices&
canget ayears worth
of birth control pills
without a pelvic exam!
It's called BO Now!"
BONO
L_·.
\.
Rrblter CI.lllfI.d.dv.rtlltMntl ....rre• to
:_~ _. .c.atudlotl.CIIISlflld eds _IV be pleq thrP-ep:
_ -'- •• III:CIIl.ifilds.ii'tiilIrOtIlIne•cOll
, phone: 3l1S-em K 100
or stop b~ thl ornc. iltl60S Unlu9MllwDrlU8
. ['Croll fro_ the SUB).
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5450 .Group Fundrals-
er Scheduling Bonus.
4 hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450
bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser
with CampusFundraiser.
ContactCarnpusFimdrais-
er, (888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.
com
BIG REWARD I Lost
dog 9/16 on Manitou.
Small blk/wht female.
I'm 75 and she's my only
companion, please help.
342-6221
Want an iPod? The
Arbiter is giving away
a new, 40GB iPod in the
coming weeks. How do
you win? Read the Arbi-
ter and brush up on your
music knowledge, Com-
plete contest rules will be
listed in the classifiedsec-
tion & is open to all Arbi-
ter readers (ok, our staff is
exculed). We aren't tell-
ing you all the deatils, but-
keep reading, the contest
starts soon. Think your
worthy?
Read. Think. Win.
1973 MOBILE HOME
for sale. 935 sq.ft. 3bd/
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
1993 MERCUY TOPAZ
Good Condition. $1250
obo. call 375-8538 or
283-1316
1993 Nissun 240sx SE.
$6800. Runs great. A lot
of mods. 142k/mi. Pies
@ www.cars.com. 841-
5869 Johnny
1997 Honda Civic, Blue,
AT, 64KJmi, 30-35 mpg.
Great Shape $5,750/
obo. Call 631-3838 or
rsturk2000@yahoo.com
6mo. Fern, Black Lab
w/papers sweet lovable
house-broken, spayed w/
PAUL
it-
shots-.Good w/kids, cats
dogs:$300841-7561 ~.
Dual Reclining Couch ' .:
w/matching "reclining . .
chair. Dark ·_I!I'.·een;,·"great Bronco'Jobs.5 UJ E S'
condo $90 obo! Must sell! 4t'0&1"I"I'16"I11"~:~:~=35s~-···-19-8-0hlllliliijiilil.-.I-- '-Looking/or
Chevy Pickup 3/4 ton, Jobs while you are.a
129k miles, 2wd, runs
good. $700 obo student, Career
Call 658-0628 Opportunities, or
Queen/Kiug mattress &
box spring $50. Frames Internships?
.$30. 322-2422
28 Ibath ground Door
apt. 934 sq ft WID includ-
ed, fenced yard, W,S,T
paid. Covered parking
space w/storage unit $550
month. call 890-0618
2bd/2ba 900sq ft Condo
SE Boise, WID, fireplace.
storage, no-smoking/pets.
$675 869-2545
28D/28A w/garage, WID
DW, 1006 S.Wilson $795
incls/tAvail l0/ ICall602-
950I jenjones@cableone,
net
Available Now! SE
Boise, 3 Bdl2 Ba, 5 min.
to campus. $800+dep.
3618 Law Ave. Call 433-
0634/599-0510.
./'7'"
!?l,V,II;;: ,':'-;~Z;~
Affordable
Downtown
Uvlng
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$515to$.}75
• Flevutors
• Directly ""IlISHJill", mllcn
• 14·J[our fltness (QOm
• Business Center
• Secured Aci't'.U'
WORK II
PrivateUvingAreas& Bath
SharedCommonAmenities Free job-referral
service
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Female Roommate share
3bdl2.5ba duplex AC/
DWIWD brdwy/targee
$284+1/3 util avail 11/1
call 230-8671/659-0172
Huge 2bd/2ba view of
Loggers creek& Parkcen-
ter pond. Ski lodge set-
ting. Close to BSU. Must
see. No Deposit Special!
Tisha 386-9318
336-8787
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
MOlltldy Move ill
Specials!
Includes all utilities, cable'
HBO, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
RENT NOWI 4bd/2ba
1726 Columbus Mo.
to mo. lease $600+util
$500dep. 336-3625 eves
YouR.. ViSUaL 1:exttA~e is o'JVeRt-
iNG. Bog, BuT \joUR. (HAKac.t'eRiZ~-
TioN is pooRL'j t>~~N, ~ollR
~Cll\~aTi"e CONTeN't'NUMg~We.
\'1iN!>, MD 'I Fe.eL TWO \toUR<;
CLo~eR. to DeA"TH. 11luMB~ Do'WN!
"I. E.I-lJ"olJeD 1J\e FOOD,
q • HO'Ne.'leR. . .
Datewith a moviecritic.
Conveniently Located
StoragePLUS offers a
Limited Timc
SPECIAL
$1 Moves you IN!
Call for Details
Click Bronco.Jobs
at http://
career.boisestate.edu
Legitimate Residual In-
come Opportunity. NO
home parties, NO product
re-selling req. TIF 1-866-
468-6561x812
.. $$$ .
. JOBS-
658-4888
Weneed enthusiastic
Individualswllh
.excellentverbalskills
, to work20-40
hours perweek.,.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING .nd WEEKENn
HOURS AVAILABLE
• P.ld Ir.lnlng
• Casual Environment
• FI.xlble Schedul.
$8.001 hour
Please call for
more information
Customer Soles/service
Great Pay
Flexible Schedules
All ages 18+
Conditions exist
No Exp Nec., We train
"That's BobQuigman, a di~tant relativeof ours.
And that's just where we like him."
CALL331·2820
Call Mon,-Thurs, 9..4
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Japanese
wrestling
5 Host before
Carson
9 Perry's
secretary
14 Munich's river
15 Futhark letter
16 Verbal exams
17 Simple plant
18 Outskirts
19 Medleys
20 Exercise device
22 Tint again
23 You, to Yves
24 Old Masters
medium
26 Harris and Wynn
27 Alternative to
cola
31 Cooper's
Bumppo
33 Middle East
kingdom
34 Worldly West
36 Command
39 Discharged
41 Inc. in the UK
43 Basil sauce
44 Gets up
46 Trucker's perch
48 Billy or nanny
49 City on the Ruhr
51 Fits in
53 Peaty wetland
55 Greater
omentum
57 Actor Linden
58 Chicago airport
60 Rock 'n' roll
pioneer
65 Like some
cereals
66 Searing injury
67 Eight bits
68 Current vogue
69 Told whoppers
70 Asian range
71 Pluto's realm
72 Trees for bows
73 Impudence
DOWN
1 Process flour
2 Friendly lead-in
3 Stable female
4 Excessive
decoration
h·,·.1,••. :,',C:.'::.: ...•' ..: :.:>.- .!:-; ; ;;" rt.~-:,:
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5 Bonus
6 Autobahn auto
7 _-Saxon
8" and Rockin'"
9 Threshold ~~~;..;.
10 Perry's penner
11 Looked at
12 Brummell or
Bridges
130nagers
21 Put on
25 Practical sci.
class
27 Couch
28 Kuwaiti leader
29 Having patches
of color
30 Buddy
32 Piece of Poe
35 & so forth
37 Males only
38 Daycare
charges
40 Comes down
42 Touch lightly
45 Body of water
47 Rear ends
50 Like boucle
10107104
Solutions
52 Bloke
53 Kiosk
54 "A Rage to Live"
author
56 Comic Anderson
59 Lacoste or
Levesque
61 Sketched
62 Vega's
constellation
63 List-ending
abbr.
64 Raise one's
voice
Today's Birthday (Oct. 7).
This year you'll find it easy
to come up with reasons to do
just what you want. The bigger
question, however, is whether
the greater cause is being
served. Don't resist authority,
and you'll become a better
leader.
Aries (March 21.AprilI9)
Today is a 6 - Live up to the
standards you've set or the
ones your mother taught you.
Amazingly, they lead to a
wonderful experience. Self-
discipline is quite rewarding.
Taurus (April20.May 20)
Today is a 6 - Continue to
study. Soon you'll be able to
achieve the perfection you
visualize _ or pretty close to it.
Don't give up.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is an 8 - The more you
learn, the more you earn, as
you may already know. A new
topic's about to grab your
interest, and this one will be
lots offun.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 - Help a jittery
person calm down, but don't
get all wobbly yourself. Set
your financial priorities, and
you'll know just what to do.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - You're almost
done with the roughest part.
Soon you can celebrate. Set
up a get-together in your own
neighborhood to catch up on
all the gossip. There'll be some
fabulous stories.
Sagittnrius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - There's a good
reason for you to stash away
all your nickels and dimes. In
the next few days, you'll get
a chance to travel. You'll love
that _ especially if you have a
little cold cash in your pocket.
Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - A review of
your current position will help
you make sure you're still on
the right trick. As you know,
things can get quite confusing
in the heat of battle. Reaffirm
your goals, and check on how
to get there.
Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jnn. 19)
Today is a 6 - A conference
with associates could threaten
to dissolve into a shouting
argument. Simply restate the
rules and the objectives you're
trying to achieve. Then start on
your shopping list.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 - It can be difficult
for you to choose one side over
the other. It would be wise for
you to do that now, however.
Others will be more impressed
with your opinions after
you've defined your limits.
Aquarius (Jan. 2O-Feb. 18)
Today is a 7 - Practice makes
perfect, and you prefer the
latter to the former. You want
to already know what you're
doing. You don't like the
awkward learning phase, which
is why you study so hard to
get through it. Be patient with
yourself and others.
Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 - Ask questions,
and venture further than
you've ever gone before.
You'll gain courage and
confidence. That will help you
with another advancement
soon.
Pisces (Feb. 19·Mnrch 20)
Today is a 7 - Once you have
your plan figured out, you'll
be ready to get back to work.
Don't rush this part; it's,
important. You don't want to
head off in the wrong direction.
I
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